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ON Use of this certificate dote "Intillinde7purallase requirement. This form is used only to

provide elevation information necessary with applicable community floodpiain management ordinances, to
determine the Proper insurance premium rite,

toInstructions for completing can be found on the following pages.
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SECTION B FLOOD INSURANCE RATE

Pro_ fthefcHówing- from the proper (Sei

,S. COMMUNITY NUMBER -2. PANEL NUMBER -, 3. SUFFIX 5. FIRM
On AO Zones use depth)

.,

7. Indicate the elevation datum systeMised on the ARM for Base Flood Elevations (BFE): DMFUC )3; Other (describe on back)
.

8. For Zones A or y, where fie BFE isproirided on the FIRM, and the community has established a BFE for this building site, indicate
n g

'the commübrtys EFE 58558; Iii feet NGVD(or other FIRM datum-see Section B, Item 7).,

B \ATHKCHMF

indicate the diagram number from the diagrams found on Pages 5 and 6 that best

aiz Wel*rfrom the selected diagram is at an elevation

or other FIRM datum-see Section B, Item
an

fot
owe.st horizontal structural member of the reference level from

e selected diagram, is at an elevation Ott 5 1 LJteet NGVD (or other FIRM datum-see Section B, Item 7).
FIRM Zone A (without BFE). The floor used is the reference level from the selected diagram is Li feet above El or

ie

FRIM ne AO. - e us as the erence vet frolit thesel ed 1LL1LJfeét ove 0 or below 0 (clia
.-one) the highest grade adjacent to the building. If no flood depth number is available, is the building's lowest floor (reference
level) elevated in accordance with the communitys floodplain management ordinance? i Yes No Li Unknown

3. Indicate the eleiation datum sYstern tieedin determining the above refer ce le,/ei elevations: Li NGVD '29 Other (describe
•under Comments on Page 2). (NOTE: the elevation datum used in measuring the elevations is different than that used on
the FJRM (see Section B, Item then convert the elevations to the datum system used on the FIRM and show the conversion

uation Under Comments on Page 2.)
4. Elevation reference mark used appears on ARM 0 Yes LI No (See Instructions on Page 4)

5. The reference level elevation is baied on: 0 actual construction 0 construction drawings
(NOTE: Use of construction drawings is only valid /f the not yet have the reference level floor in place, in which

case this the building during the course of construction. post-construction Elevation Certificate
will be required once construction is complete.)

6. The elevation of the lowest grade immediately adjacent to the building is:1 6>65 feet
Section B, Item 7).

SECTION D COMMUNITY INFORMATION

Is not the lowest floor" as defined in the community's floodplain management ordinance, the elevation of the building's lowest
floor" as defined by the ordinance is: I I LI feet NGVD (or other FIRM datum-see Section B, Item 7).

2. Date of the start of construction or substantial improvement C

FEMA Form 81-31, MAY 90 REPLACES ALL PREVIOUS EDITIONS SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR CONTINUATION
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